
Hydromagnetic Equilibria and Force-Free Fields

By H. Grad and H. Rubin*

INTRODUCTION - ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES

The equations governing the equilibrium of a
perfectly conducting fluid in the presence of a magnetic
lielcl are

VP: JXB
VxB.-p!

V.B :0
or V(p t R2l2p\ : (B.V)B/pr

v.B :0, 0)
r'vhere p is the fluid pressure, B the rn:rgnetic held,
and J the current density. 'fhese equations admit
iL large r.ariety of solutions, i.e., of equilibrium con-
hgurations in rviriclr a conducting fluid is balanced bv
a magnetic field. It is our purpose to survel' these
possibilities witli tlie expectation that, if a solutiorr
iras bcen found to exist mathematically (and is, in
acldition, stable) it can actually be constructed b1,'

sufficient exercise of experirnental ingenuity. In this
context, it is extremely important to discover exactly
ivhat data should be spercified in order to dr.termine
a solution uniqrrely.

In acldition to certain general prope'rties of these
etluations, u,e sh:rll consider their solution in terms
of arbitrary functions, the solution of lvell-posed
boundary valuer problems, and ser.eral alternative
formulations of the problem in terms of the calculus
' r '-^ -:^ ': - I " "-int'inle. either tlrc differentialrrl vdrldLrull]. lrr Pr rrr\ rPr\
cquations or thc variational characterization can be
taken as the definition of cquilibriun.r; the trvo are
only approximately erluir.alent. floreover, a certain
tvpe of variational forn.rulation (slightll' tliffe'rent
from that treated in tliis p:rper) can be instrumental
irr a stability analvsis, rvhicli is essential to give
L:ny:liodl meaning to an equilibrium configuration.l

3y inspection of (1), since B ancl J are perpendicular
t',> Y,'f>, \1:e see that 1 is constant on B lines and on
I lines; equivalently, tl.re B lines artcl ] lines lie on
constant p surfaces.

In the case of a uuidirectional magnetic lield
(e.g., B"(*, y)) the g,:neral solution is 1> i l)2t2p
--.'constant. The fluid pressure is balancetl b]' tlre

magnetic pressure; either p or B can bs gir.en ur
bitrarily and the other one " filled in ".

The integral form of (l) is

| ,. I r',D {(p { Bzi2p)n -lBB,}dS : 0, I finds -.0, .,.

.r .s r, .r .s 
(,Jlai

'lhese equations are more fundanrental than 11,,, ' .1

differential equations (l ). They are equivalent to (11';..1
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rvhen the functions are smooth. In addition, :rt +.i,
discontinuity surface, the integral relations (2) irrrply:
that B,, vtrnishes and that h I B"l2p is continuo
A cliscontinuity surface must be a flux surf:rt.tr j

others'ise the Maxn'ell magnetic stress tensor u'orrhl
not be compatibie u'itli a scalar pressurt'

A FLUID-DYNAMICAL ANALOGUE

Using an appropriate identification of varialr
equations (l) become identical to the equatiolrs r

steady incompressible inviscid florv. Setting t
fluid density equal to ui'rity, thesc equations are

J 1u.vyu -t- vp* : o

I v.u: o

rvhere p* denotes the fluicl pressure. fhe ir-lentilit
tions are u -Blti lt ancl -, P* - P I B"t'2p', I

negatir-e of the pressure I in the rnagnetic casc t

corresponds to the Bernoulli constant p* --l- ttt
Tlre interesting case is rotational flou', for rvhir:lr I

vorticitv Vru # 0 corresponding to ] 10.
It is interesting to consider the analogue of I

fluid-d1.namical |ree botrndarv or cavitation probltrtt
rvhich an irrotational florv is seDrrrated at ir r

continuitv surface (r,'ortex sheet) from stagnant l"l

or a cavitv. The separation surface is detelrrtit
by the extra boundary condition ]ul : corrst
Ihis is mathematicallv equivalent to a vit(.;ll

magnctic fielc1 (I : 0) separatecl at irn itrtr't
(current sheet) from a field-free conducting I

Since p is constant in the conducting fluid, rve ollt
the frce boundary condition iBl : constant.
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Although the ts'o problems are mathem:rtir:
identical, it is perfectly possible {or a significant fl
d]'narnical problem to be uninteresting in the nragt
antlogue (e.g., a jet from an orifice, Fig. la) arrrl
versa (e.g., the cuspecl equilibrium,2 Fig. 1D).i Institutc ol Ilathcma'.ical Sciences, Nt'rr' \-ork Univcrsitv
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HYDROMAGNETIC EQUILIBRIA AND FORCE-FREE FIELDS 191

TION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

ru'characteristics of a system o{ partial differential
lions 3 give immediate qualitative and possibly
titative information concerning relevant initial
or boundary value problems. An eiementary

ttl;rtion fields four characteristics for the sys-
(l). lwo of the characteristics are purely ima-

lrs for the potential equation. Correspilnding
tlrlse trr,o characteristics, one rvould expcct to

ibc a single scalar boundary value on the entire
Ittrl:Lry of the domain, e.g., the normal component
ll the magnetic field.

(: remaining trvo cliaracteristics are real; liz., the
litrcs counted trvice. Correspondir.rg to each real

;rctcristic, one rvoulcl expect to be abie to specifl'
rittglc scalar quantity at one end of each B line.
a gcometrl' as in Fig. 2 in rvhich ever-l' B line

Figu re 1 o

sects cach end of the tube,
vc both additional quantities
cach end. Iror example, one

follorving speciflcation of
Irliiion to ,B,, ou the rvhole surface) rvould be ap-
rliriate u'here l, z designate tangential and normal

{'i)nll)()ncnts:
l'roblem Ar: p gi'"'en on Sr, p given on S, (com-

patibly);
l'roblem Ar: y' given on Sr, /, given on 51 ;

I'roblem Ar: p given on S,, /r' given on S-2;

l'robiem An'. B, given on S, (as rvell as .IJ,,: the
vector B is thus given).

ln these problems, we prescribe P oi boundary
srrrfaces in such a way that the / lines are " simple "
(rrot closed) as shou.n in Fig. 3. Moreover, in Pro-
lrlt:m Ar, since 7) is constant on B lines, matching
rrragnetic flux on both ends imposes a simple com-
lratibility requirement on p. For example, if p is
given on S, and the lines of constant p are specifred
on Sr, this condition fixes the values o{ p on these
given lines.

An iteration scheme for Problems A, and At
,rlTering likelihood of con\-ergence is as follows:

sr: Bn<o

sz: Bn> o

st: Bno o

Figure 3

suppose that, at a certain stage of the iterations, we
have a vector field B satisfying V.B : 0 and the
boundary condition for 8,. We find p everyrvhere
in the domain by carrying the boundarv values o{ I
along these B lines. The component J, perpendicular
to B is then obtained in the domain from the equation
V.p: I x B. We writc I,' : oB for the parallel
component and employ the requirement V.J : 0
to obtain along each B line the ordinary differential
equation

B.Vo*V.L:0 (4)

for o. The given " initial " condition for J" at one
end allorvs this equation to be solved uniquely on
each line so that J is determined everyrvhere. We
norv solve foranerv B fromV.B:0, VxB:J
and the boundary condition for Bn, and then we
continuc tlre iterations.

We next consider two-dimensional problerns; i.e.,
problems in lvhich no quantity depends on z. There
are several possibilities: (l) B can have the single
conrponent B, and J the tu,o components I, and Ju;
(2) B can have the t'uvo components .Il, and .8, and ]
the single component J,; Q) both B and J can be
general (three-component ) \.ectors depencling on
l and 'v alone.

The general solution in the tirst case }ias alrcady been
given explicitly, P 1 B''zppt - constant. In the
second case, the nurnber o{ characteristics is three
rather than four; the B lines are counted only once.
The tu'o-dimensional analogue to Problern A, u'iII be
considered later. Corresponding to Problerns Ar, A.
and An u.e have (see Fig. {)

ctt Bn {
ca, Bn )
c3: Bn =

Figure 1b

one rvould expect to
at one end or one
may conjecture that
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Figure 4

Problem Rr: 'p given on C, or Cr;
Problem Br: B given on C, or C".

In the third (general trv<-r-dimensionai) case, the
characteristics are counted as in the full three-dimen-
sional case. Correspondingly rve list:

Problem Cr: p given on f,, |, given on fr;
Problem C.: p given on I'r, J, given on lr;
Problem Co: B given on f, (as above, the analogue

to Problem A, is left to later).
'Ihe two-dimensional Problems C2 and Cs are

equivalent.
With axial symmetry, thc 0 coordinate corresponds

to the z coordinate of the two-dimensional case. We
have the same three subdivisions: (l) Bu, J,, Iri
(2) 8,, 8", Iol (3) B and I general (three-component)
vectors depending on / and z alone. In the first
case, B0 and l must be functions of z alone such that
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AlAr@ lipBa'): -Bozltr.r. (5)

In the second and third cases, we identify Problems
Dr, D, and Er, Er, En in correspondence rvith Br, Br,
and Cr, Cr, Cn, respectively.

Additional justification of the above conjectures
wiil be given later; here they are suggested mereiy
by the counting of characteristics.

The problem of force-free fields, zlz., solution of the
system

(VxB)xB:0 v.B :0 (6)

is a special case of the equilibrium problem obtained
by specializing boundary values of pressure to p
: constant. We identify Problem F, as the special
case of A, or Ar, F, as the special case of C, or Cr,
and F, as the special case of E, or Er. Probiems F,
and F, are the two-dimensional and axially symmetric
versions of Fr.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD
IN A PRESSURE SURFACE

We first introduce the concept of a su,rf ace harmonic
vector field on a surface S (".g., a constant I surface).
A tangential vector fieid X(z) - V(z)d is said to be
a surlace gradient (or irrotational vector field) i{ it is
the projection of a thrce-dimensional gradient or if

r

f. Xiri.r/x:0

for every closed curve C which bounds a portion of S.
The coniwgate vector field n x X(2) : f(z) (where n
is the normal to S) is said to be a surface cttrl, (or
solenoidal vector fieid) : rve ha."'e

I

'l'c r"Y(z)ds : o

where I denotes the normal in S to the curve C.
Jf X(2) -V(2){: nxV(z)r/ (that is, if X(2) is

both irrotational and solenoidal), we call it harmonic
and say that Sand g are conjugate surface harmonics.
In the special case r,vhere S is a plane, $ and rp satisfy
the Cauchy-Riemann equations.

In a simply-connected plane domain, a harmonic
vector X(2) is uniquely determined by the boundary
values of the normal or tangential components of
X(2). Specifl,ing either at the boundary is equi-
valent (except for a trivial additive constant) to
specifying V or d at the boundary. Exactly the
same facts hold on an arbitrary surface S.

In a multiply-connected domain, the solution to
such a boundary-value problem is uniquely determined
only when certain additional data called period,s are
prescribed. These may be specified values of the
circulations fXt2l.dx on each independent closed
circuit or of the fluxes JXu(z)ds on arcs which cut
these circuits (see Fig. 5). If these periods are non-
zero, the functions $ ar'd tp are multiple-valued.

The above theory can be generalized to include
ueighted surface harmonics which satisfy the equation

here { and rp are conjugate harmonic r,r'ith respect
to a positive rveight function o.

Since ! has no component normal to a pressure
surface So, we. conclude that B is a surface gradient
on Sr; i.e.,

B : V(z)d --Vd) - n(af lan). (8)

In Appendix I, it is shown that, since V.B : 0 and p
is constant on B lines, there exists a function ar suclr
that

B:Vp xVar: lVllnxVizta;. (9)

We see that B is a r'veishted sur{ace harmonic with
rveight lVpr on any Sr. The weight lVp arises in
converting from an actual three-dimensional sole-
noidal vector with V.B : 0 to a tr.vo-dimensional
area-u'eighted solenoidal vector. We note that B
rvill be an actual three-dimensional eradient insteacl
of a surface gradient only i{ } - 0 and, hence, y' is
constant.

These remarks allow us to extend the previously
conjectured existence theorems to cases in which the
p lines on the boundary are closed curves (see Fig. 6).
On a surface Sr, the magnetic field is determined only
when, in addition to the normal component of B at
each end, rve give a period, e.g., the mmf

I'tltl

v.I
./'i 1

Ir:rt

r {oy:f 
"s 

. ax

on a curve C circling So. This argument suggest
the following modification of Problem Ar:

Problem Gr: I given on Sr, p given on Sr, z gi
fnr eaeh .r5

We are norv also able to insert the tr.vo-dimen
(Gr) and axially symmetric (Gr) analogues of Ar;

Problem Gr: 75 given on fr, z given for each pi
Problem G*: l given on Sr, z given for each p. :

In Problem Gr, z is defined as the line integral
over a finite distance z, interpreting the figure trt
periodic in the z direction. In Problem G", r :2n
In generai, the value of r(p) can be interpreted ar
degree of " ts'ist " of the magnetic iines on

First lve consider the eeneral trvo-dimension;rl

tubular p surface. It should be noted that /" is
alternative way of specifying this tivist.

SOLUTION IN TERMS OF ARBITRARY FUNC

f xt"t

Figure 5

X(2) : Vtz)d : on x V(2)?; (7) in rvhich Br, Bu, B" depend only on l, 1,
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,3 ,.- 0, \'\re can introduce a strealn function
x, t,) for the 8., Bo components of the field; u'e then
1't'

D Atp (11)
- 0x

B:n xVrp]-nB, (r 2)

lrerre n-(0,0, 1). It can be seen tbat p and B,
constant on the curves of constant rp in thc r, v

ir(). However, 'p and B, may be multiple-\'alued
rrctions of rp. The stream function ,p(x,:,) satisfies
r non-linear potential equation

n1t,r) 't
6\'

llrat

I ,. r.
'21r-'' '

(13)

(14 )

L$ solution to be determined by specifying the ar-
iJritrary functions and boundary values {or rp as for

(1s)

(16)

(17)

f | , ,. f I

l, -l.,,B2dI- 
1 ,, .1,.:,, .1, ,."f

-l
..1 t.'t

I nulD_'7
r?z

| llil,
D ^ -)
- rlr

irrr'1, hence

B:].nxvqJ *nBo

rvlLere n : (r,, no, n") : (0, 1, 0). Here V \/, z)
r:rtisfies the equation

l*p F ttt'"h' (rt) * p l' (rP) : 0 (18)

serves {or the general equilibrium problem u'ith fluid
and magnetic field mixed; here p as well as B u'ili be
a function of x,y,2. The class of admissible pairs
(8,7i) allorved to compete in the variation of the
given functional is restricted by the conditions that
B be solenoidal and p be constant on the B lines o{ the
associated B,

a: I (r n'-P1'tv

ir-nd /' refer to derivatives u'ith respect to tp- In
lir), p(V) and l(rp) are arbitrary functions of y,.

,nr-e, our s1-stem of four first-order equations has
iltr,rr reduced to a single second-order equation
f;rrrrtaining two arbitrary functions. One can expect

{ltc standard trvo-dimensional potentiai equation.
:,for solutions dcpending on I only, the equation

J2"nl:' ' ub'(wl * ul'fu\ 'Odxz '

i'arr be integrated explicitly giving many interesting
rt1 uilibrium configurations.

In the case of axial symmetry in ivhich B,,80, B,
rJrlrcnd onlv on /, z, we introduce a stream function
qr(r, e) such that

In thc case of cylindrical s):mmetry, in wl'rich there
is depcnclence on t/ alone, rve may give any tlvo of

f , y and B, as functions of z and immediatell' 6611-

uute the other.
Intcresting special solutions oi Eq. (15) and Eq. (18)

can be found by separation of variables after taking
i' anrl p' to be linear in rp. In some cases eigenvalue
problems arise. It is tlius clear tirat uniqueness
cannot be expected in general. Holt ever, it is
possible to pro\.c uniqueness as t'ell as existence even
u'itlr quite arbitrarv l(g) and f (tp) for domains u,hich
are not too large.

Tire force-{ree special cascs are obtained bv the
sin-rplc expedient of setting P' (rp) - 0.t

The reduction in terms of arbitrary functions ofTers

support for the conjectured existence of solutions to
l'roblems ll1, C2 or Cr, Dr, E, or Er, Fr, and Fr. In
each c:rse, the boundary data over and above 8,,
serr-e to clctermine the functions P(tp) and i (g).

VARIATIONAL ANALYSIS.
ADDITIONAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS

It is u'e1l knorvn that solutions of tl-re fluid free-
sur{ace problem can be describecl as those vector
functions u(r) which makc stationary the functional
lkt2dIl r'r'hcn the fluid volume is held fixed. Analo-
gousl1', in the magnetic case \r'e vary l82l2p,dY
Iiolding the volume of the magnetic domain fixed.
Or rve can drop the restriction to constant volume
and, as suggested by the Lagrange multiplier rule,
var\;

B2dV (2r)

fodV I constant

t-1
| (r,8" P)dI'fconstant'

,Jtt,t^ -r

Here I"r, represents the vacuum (magnetic) domain
and I'i the conducting fluid domain; the sum Z-
-f I'j is fixed. The pressure p takes the value zero
in the vacuum and the constant value po in the
fluid. \Ve shall see that, if interpretecl properly, the
same {unctional,

wlrere
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V.B: O

B.Vp:0,
as weil as by boundary conditions that u'ill varv
problem to problem.

A simple u'ay of incorporating both constraints (23)
is to reoresent B in the form

B : Vzt xVor (21)

(see Appendix I). f'he function o'l may be multiple-
valued if the p surfaces are not simple.

W. perf.,rm tlLr variatiorr. .btaininK

6 J,l:.a'* f\Jt' .1, 
{l.an dp\dt'

For arbitrarl' variations of dp and dor in the volume
integral, rve conchrde

j.Var:l 
/.rA\

l.vp - 0 '-"'
from n.]rich rve easilv obtair.r Vp _ | XB as the
Euler equ:rtion.

Next rl'e turn to the boundary variation and first
considt'r llre ease of sinrple p surfaces (Fig. 3), rvith
7) given at both ends S, ancl Sr. It can easilv be
verihed that therc is no contribution to the variation
(25) frcrm S, on rvhich B" : 0. On ,Sr ancl Sr. {rom
68,,:0 rrc conclude that dra is a function of p; Iiorv-
ever, we are certainlv free to fix the vaiue of r,-l at
one encl of eacir p line on Sr, anci tliis makes ard ,: 0
everyu,here. \Ve then havt-- :

T-heorem / . In the tubular geometry of Fig. 2, il 1,

is given (compatibly) at the ends S, ancl S" in such
t ^r +L e rr"1,i tr{.simnle. then O is madett 11 d-\ (rlJr rlr( / rlrl\J

stationarv bv any solution of the svstem (1) rvhich
satisfies these bour-rciary cor-rclitions. This tl-reorem
corresponcls to the conditions of Problem A.

Next consider tubular p surfaces (trig. 6). Since
r,r and / (see gq. (S)) may be multiple-valued, rve

cut tlie domair.r on a surface S rvhich extencls from the
axis of the nested surfaces S, to the outcr boundarv
S, (Fig. 7). Ihe boundar.v integral in (25) must norv

be taken over both sides of 5 as lvell as Sr, .S, and
53. As in tlie previous case, the contribution from
S, vanishes. A little manipulation sholus tl'rat the

contribution from tlie cut S also vanishes. On Sr or
Sr, since 68,,:0, rve must have oro - iQ)- \\:t:
obtain for this part o{ the variation,

I tti6)(B . vr).(/s I i\plru,),tp
.r.s, r j. ' .rs"-s, e7)

_=l U,til_t,(p))t(p)dp./.s. " ' "

using Eq. (It.l1) oi Appendix II. The difference
6to,-6o, represents tire variation of the tvgist from

S, to S, on a given pressure surface. In order to
have Q stationary we must either fix this twist be-
forehancl so that 6rr- dror: g or else specify that
"r(p):0, the latter is a natural boundary conditiorr
in this problem. To specify the trvist for a class of
admissible vector {relds B, lve recluire the magnetir:
lines which originate on a ray C' on S, to end otr

another given ray C" on S, (Fig. 8). We have:

Theorem 2: \Yith tubular 75 surfaces. p given corrr
patibly at the ends 5', and S, and t*,o given rays ('
and C" identified, Q is stationary if B and p satisfy (l ),
Ii the trvist is not specified, Q is stationary for a solu.
tion of (1 ) rvhich satishes 'r (p) : 0. There arr.
reallv tu'o ways of specifying tn'ist, since the spr'

cification of r(p) or the identitrcation of tr'vo ray:;
C' and C" are, in an intuitive sense, equivalent.

It is easv to alter the problem b1, the use of tlrt,
Lagrange multiplier rule so as to be able to specifv r

instead of tlie trvist. This variational formulation
corresponcls to Problems Gr, G, anrl Gr.

Some modiflcations of these variational problerrts
are necessary to obtain force-free fields. We drolt
the term y' in the variational functional, and obtain

l1'- l' ) s"'11' (281

,l JP

Insteacl of the representation B:VPxVo u'c IIow
t ake

B : Vz x Vor ('lt)i

rvhere z is no longer identihed rvith the pressure. lt
is norv easy to r.erify the foilolving theorerns: ,:.

Tlteovern J: For admissible sets (B, z) rvith sinrp
z sur{aces and z given cornpatibly on 5, and Sr, 11/

stationarv rviren B is force-free.

Thcorem l.' lior adrnissible sets (8, z) rvitir tubu
z surfaces ancl. n eiven compatiblv on Sr and 5,
rvell as the trvist from S, to Sr, 11 is stationary wl
B is force-free.

lf one is rvilling to place a iarge burden otr [l
veriflcation of the compatibilitv of given bouncla
tlata, then it is possibk: to lormulate problems
rvhich p (or z) is givcn at both ends Sr and -St wit
regard to tlie sirnplicity of / lines. \\'e have:

T-heorenL 5: Consider aclmissible classes (B,p) |
(B, n)l rvhictr satisfy V.B:0 ancl p lor n) constnE
on B lines, .1> ior nf gir,'en cornpatibly at both ends, :t

a flxed (compatibie) iclentification of the ends

each B line. flien Q for ;'lirl is rendered station
rvhen (8, p) satisfies Vp.:lxB [IxB:0].
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: -l'his theorem follorvs wherl ive lrote that assir.nment
''rrf B,, ancl p lot n) at both ends uniquely fiies the
:i()rrespondencc bet$reen B iines if the / surface
fz surfaccsl are simple, and if they are not simple, the
i.:r<lclitional specification of trvist serves the same
l)urpose. Physically, tite boundary condition that
tlrc ends of each B line be fixed corresponcls to a
'lrcrfectlv conducting fluirl in contact s-ith perfecttv
-aonducting end $'alls S, anrl S". In the forcc-free
txse, the reference is to a so-called " Dressureless

l)lasma " in lvhicir the gas pressurr. is negligible com-
pared to the magnetic pressure, but r.vhicit is, ner-er-
thcless a good concluctor; that is physically rcalizable
since the concluctivitv of a ulasma is independent o{
its density.

It is interesting ttt compare the variational problem
for the force-free field u,ith the classical Dirichlet's
principle u'hich states that ,11 is minimized subject
to given R,, (and V.B : 0) rvlien V x B : 0.
l'he adclitiorral requirement that the ends of each
B line be fixed prevents this minimum from being
attainecl ancl yields (VxB)xB=:0 as the Ilulcr
r:quation ir"rstead of V XB :0.

As a fina1 example, $'e take AS our dortrain the
interior of ir topological torus and look for solutions
which have the outer bounclarv of the torus as a
(:onstant pressure surface. No boundarl' values can
bc given sinct' no B lines are accessible. Hou,ever,
tlie variational formulation itself suggests rvhat data
are required to obtain a rvell-poseci problem. As
bcfore, \re take admissible sets (8, p) u'hich satisfr,-
B :Vp xVro, rvhere the p surfaccs now are nested
toruses about some closed curve Co as axis. lior
simplicity n'e take 71 to be inolrotone, ?o > t' > 'lrr,

r,r'l.rere 1u is the value taken on the axis Co and 71,
is the value taken on the outer boundarv. To make ar
singlc valuect, it is necessarv to introduce tu'o sur-
faces S-, and S, as cuts; .S, is r transvcrse cut across
the torus (leaving ends similar to S, and S, of Fig. 2),
and 52 extends from the axis C0 to the outer boundary.
't'he only' contribution to the variation (25) is on the
r:uts; lve have

/'oV:.1s.** l6p)(Yt', xB).nr/.S (30)

- t - i6r,itvbxB).nr/s.
.,s, t_-j. -

Since p (there{ore dp) is single valued, l6fl: O.'l'he periods [or] are given br.

oi(il - l' "Y o' ' ;1x' (31)

rvhere C; are the i,ta.p.nl.nt closecl curves on the
torus Sr. In Appendix Il it is show.n that

(32)

that

part of S; for u'hich lt, < l, < a. Fron-r liq. (II.ll)
of Appendix II, rve obtain the form

6a == Jo:' {rrdor-zr8o,}dp (3ll)

rvhere 750 and p, are the values taken by p on tlrt,
axis Co and on the outer boundarv of the torus.
r('sl)ectivel\'. \\'e norv stete:

I'ltrcreu 6.' In thc class of admissible (8, p) definecl
b)' V.B:0, B.Vp:0 and given ArUr), O"(p)
(or or(p), or(p)) lor fo> lr;;, pr, Q is stationarv
u'hen Vy':|x8.5

\\'e r:an obtain a fornrulation u-ith given ri(f)
rather than @;(2) by modiff ing p according to the
conr-entional Lagrange rnultipiier rule.

I.-or force-free fie1cls, exactly the same anaiysis
yieids tlie resuit that Q is stationary if (D, is a given
functiolr of O" and (D, attains the fixccl values @, ancl
0 on Cu ancl on the outer boundarv; in parametric
form u'e give <Dr(z) and <Dr(z).

As a special case o{ a toroidal geornetry, we can
t:rkc a problem v'ith cylindrical symmetry (d"-
pendcnce on r alone) and introcluce periodicity to
provide the toroidal topology. In this case, the above
conjectures are trivially pro','ed.

\\'e summarize various sets of data ',vhich are be-
licvecl to clefine definite equilibrium configurations.
In the tubuiar domain of Fig. 2, x.e specifl,- B, as
slrorvn :rnd rve also specify p antl Jn at one encl or p
at one encl and /, at the other. 'fhe justiftcation lies
ir the t:orrntirrg of characteristics, in a l-rerrristicallv
appealing iteration scircme and in a direct I'erihcation
hv irr+orrrafind in r-rms of arbitrarv functions ill
certain special cases. Or u'e can specifl' p at one
end and the corresponding terminal points of each
tl line in a manner con.rpatible u'ith the givcn values
of IJ,. Tiiis is confirmcd by counting of charac-
tcristics supplemented bv the knos'n properties of
surface h:rrmonics, bl' variational analysis ancl by
inttrgration in terms of arbitrary functions in certain
special cases. In tlic toroidal geometrv, u'e concludc:
that the tu'o fluxes O;(2) or mmfs zi(p) can be
specified arbitrarily; the justification is proved by

::J:i:-r.t 
analvsis and b1'explicit solution in special

Appexorx I

REPRESENTATION OF AN INCOMPRESSIBLE
VECTOR FIELD IN TERMS OF TWO STREAM

FUNCTIONS

We note, for arbitrary 6(x,:,, z), ,l@,5,, z) and
arbitrary "(d,V) (rvhich mcans that rr is constant
on the intersection of 6 : constatrt ancl ? : cotts-
tant). that

V. (aVd xVrp) : 0. (r.1)

We rernark further that, if (I.l) holds f.or a(x,1', z),

4@,:',2), V@,y,2) in a domain rvhere / and?y'' are
independent functions (i.e., Vd xVtp + 0), then it
follorvs that c - "(6, tp).

l"rtt:h*^r,
f 
+oi- -h*,,n,

*'here Oi(a) represents the magnetic flux across
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Next consider a solenoidal vector field B and a
small region of space rvhich is simply covered by the
B lines which intersect a transverse surface S. We
have:

Theorem I.l: There exist functions d, y,, ,r(/, g) such
that B : uVdxYtp.

To prove Theorem I.1 u'e choose any independent
{ and g on S (i..., d: constant and g: constant
form a coordinate sl.stem). We then carry the values
of / and g off S on the B lines. Since V/ x Vrp
is parallel to B, ',ve conclude that B : "VdxVg and,
lrence, "-o(d,ry) by the above remark.

We note that the flux through S,

dQ- Il"dS - dddrp, (r.2)

which justifies the terminology " stream functions ".
We again take an arbitrary vector field B with

V. B : 0 and a small region and assert:

Tl,teorem 2: There exist /, 1p such that B : Vd
x Vp. In fact, if / is any given function which is
constant on B lines, then there exists rp such that
B: V/xVE.

Choose / arbitrarily on S so that the / curves are
simple. Introduce s as the arc length on a S curve,
l as the normal to the / curve in S. Note that
if B -V$xYtp then B, : (Adlavl(adQs). This
suggests that r,r'e construct rp as

here S is an arbitrary surface in three-space with C
as its boundary.7 The surface S may have to be cut
to make f and tp single valued. If S is a torus, on
which there are the two independent closed curves
C, and Cr, this formula reduces tt-r

l6l'lvl, - l6),l,tl' (II.4)

tvln: !, ay' (II.s)

are thc periods of / and rp, respectivelv.
We apply these formulas to obtain the identity

i- ^ ^ 
B2lv : l-' ap l.^ a6a- (rr.6).a:l:D .a ' r5l

for an equiiibrium B, i.e., for B satisfying

B : V(r)d : VpxVat. (II.7)

Using (II.2) and then (II.3) we verify
.

82) o : l' o,r,f.ro rx V-) dS

Jr" 'vp
rr

-, Y,ryYtzt4l.rlS: ldtudd). (II.8)
Jr,, .l

In the special case of a torus, we have

rf
, Bzdr- - | {r,(p)o,(p) - t,(p)o,(p)}dp

J"<b<f .l

where 
(II'9)

I

-l
I

^b-

I
J., V/*Vtp.dS:

where

t:
idl, _ 

.1,, 
d6,

(r.3)

integrated along each / Iine (the value of g at one
end of each / line can be arbitrarily assigned). As
before, we carry the values of / ancl g ofi S as
constants on B lines. From the previous theorem,
B : aV4,xVrp. By the construction of rp, a: I
on S; since a is constant on each B line, a:l
throughout.

If the / lines are taken as closed curves, then the
construction yields a g which is not single valued,
and a cut should be introduced.

ApprNux II
INTEGRATION FORMULAS

We shail use tr.l'o basic formulas. First, given two
functions l(r) and g(r) defined in a space t: (xr,...,
rr), we have

Vo.dx

B.dx.

S, rve compute

I*.,.n.0 
(Bxvp.n)ds: - lu"1p1ap.

p(s) : I i,#r',

{ ot(p\ :
I

[',*r
On a transverse surface

f",

f",

We have n as the normal to .S, and
normal in S to a p curve, and S as
p curve (Fig. 9). 'Ihe proof is

introduce v as
arc length along

1".,.u r@)dr : [,u </>oor (ii.1 )

(rr.2)
where

(Do: 
J,,i (dslivsl).

The integral (II.l) over the shell & < g < D is written
as an iterated integral first on the surface Sn, then
with respect to g.u The second identity is,

rt'rf
J, Vd * Vrp.dS : J, afiarp: J",!dv: - J" vd6;

(rr.3) Figure 9
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lr t'
r itl

,{rll
fVi .,

I r)

l.i)

,\'

l.t;i

t./ )

.lt)

tlrir
ng lr

(rr.l4)

(rr.15)

f ,4c

(B x vp.n)": 
J,_ 

(n x v/.n),V(i/,

rf
- I (BxV.n)ds - - | B.dx:-r(p). (11.12)

Jc, J co

Again, on a transverse sur{ace S,

f d.
(8,)p - l- Fe x vr.n)lieu

JCo

: .f, v.adx: o(P). (II.13)

Consequently,

o(a) - Q(d : {".0.b Bnds : Iu o@)ap

or
o(p) : @'{p).

Taking signs into account, we can rewrite (II.9) as a

{".r.u Brdv : f 
o 

{rr(Dr, * trq-r,} dp. (II.16)

l.

2.
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